UNESCO’s Section for Migration, Displacement, Emergencies and Education is seeking evidence and learning on practices aiming to strengthen EIE data and institutional education information systems in crisis-affected contexts. The aim is to collect a broad range of practice-based examples, that can be compiled into an open access, validated and searchable database hosted on UNESCO’s new Global Data Portal on EIE for use by all involved in EIE data.

WHY PARTICIPATE?

Submitting a practice-based example provides the opportunity to:

- Inform global dialogue on how EIE data and institutional education information systems in crisis-affected contexts can be strengthened.
- Provide others working on EIE data with valuable practice-based evidence and learning, which in turn may inform the development of global public goods used to guide future practice.
- Showcase and gain recognition for your organisation’s work, learning and achievements.
- Promote a more harmonized and standardized way of working in EIE data and the strengthening of institutional education information systems in crisis-affected settings.

WHO CAN SUBMIT?

We are looking for submissions from any and all EIE actors involved in work on EIE data and institutional education information systems focused on, enabling institutional environments, data production, and data dissemination and use. This includes:

- Ministries of education and other public sector organisations.
- UN Agencies/International NGOs
- Coordination mechanisms (Clusters or Sector Working Groups)
- National NGOs
- Community Based Organisations
- Universities/Research Institutes
- Donors
- Private Sector Organisations

WHERE DO I SUBMIT MY EVIDENCE AND LEARNING?

To submit a practice-based example, please complete the form here: [https://bit.ly/3yFiRoc](https://bit.ly/3yFiRoc)

SUBMISSION GUIDE

For more information on the submission process and the criteria for selection and publication, please consult our submission guide (also available in French and Spanish).

CONTACT US

If you have any questions, please contact our team at eiedata@unesco.org.